


































$n$ $\Omega$ pre-compact $W$
$M=\partial W$ , $0$ $M=\phi^{-1}(0)$ ,
$\phi^{-1}(-\infty, 0)\subset W$ $\phi$ , $W$
[B2] Grauert , $M=\partial W$
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. , ( ) proper $\phi$ $\Omega$
, $\Omega$ Stein
$\phi$ $W$ $J$ symplectic $\omega=$
$-dJ^{*}d\phi$ . , $g(u, v)=\omega(u, Jv)$ - Riemann
( $\phi$ K\"ahler
). $\lambda=-J^{*}d\phi$ $M$ $\alpha=\lambda|_{M}$ .
$\xi$ $J$ $\xi=TM\cap J(TM)$ . $TM$
$n-1$
$(M, \xi)$ Stein
$(M, \xi)$ Stein fillable , (Stein
) Grauert holomorphically flllable
Riemann $Z=\nabla\phi$ ,
symplectic $\omega=g($ $\cdot, \cdot)$
(C) : $\mathcal{L}_{Z}\omega=\omega$ , $Z$ $\partial W$
$\iota_{Z}(\omega)=\lambda,$ $d\lambda=\omega$ . fillability
symplectic
compact symplectic $(W, \omega)$ (C)
$Z$ $M=\partial W,$ $\alpha\simeq\iota_{Z}(\omega)|_{M}$ , Stein
$(M, \xi=ker\alpha)$ ([EG], [Wl], [B2]) $(M, \xi)$
strongly (symplectically) fillable , symplectic $W$
$(M, \xi)$ strong symplectic filling Weinstein
Weinstein .
$W$ $(M, \xi)$
symplectic $(W,\omega)$ (C) $Z$
, , compact , $\omega$
symplectic symplectic
(C)
Stein symplectic ( )
. Morse Weinstein ,
Stein $([E2], [EG])$ .
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2 $T^{2}$ $(=T^{3})$ Liouville
$ker[\cos zdx-\sin zdy]$ holomorphically fillable $z$-
symplectically fillable holomorphically fillable
(Eliashberg-Gromov $[EG]$ ).
\S 2 Open Book
$m$- $Y$ $L=\partial Y$ $L$
$\varphi$ $M_{\varphi}=Y\cross$
$[0$ ,2$\pi$ $]$ / $\sim$ $($ $(\varphi(y), 0)\sim(y, 2\pi))$ $L\cross D^{2}$ $L\cross S^{1}$
$(m+1)$- $M(\varphi)=M_{\varphi}\cup A\cross D^{2}$
$M(\varphi)$
$\varphi$ $M=M(\varphi)$
open book $M$ spinnable structure
( ) $L\cross\{O\}$ $L\cross D^{2}$ ‘binding’.
$Y\cross\{\theta\}(\theta\in S^{1})$ ‘page’
3 open book
$Y=(W, \omega)$ $\varphi$ symplectic





$L=\partial F$ $\tau\in S^{1}$ $F$
$\varphi$ $da_{F}$
$\int_{F}da_{F}=2\pi$ $F$ $Z$ $divZ=1$ ,
$L$ $d\tau$
symplectic $\omega$ , (C) $Z$ ,
$\iota_{Z}\omega|_{\partial W}$ (C)
$\varphi$ $da_{F}$ $da_{F}$ $M_{\varphi}$
2- $da$ $Z$ $\varphi$ $Z$




$R=D^{2}\cross L=\{(r, \theta, \tau);r\leq 1\}$
$\alpha_{\epsilon}|_{M_{\varphi}}=d\theta+\epsilon\iota_{X}da$ , $\alpha_{\epsilon}|_{R}=r^{2}d\theta+\epsilon d\tau$ ,
$M_{\varphi}$ $R$ $X=- \frac{\partial}{\partial r}$
$\alpha_{\epsilon}$
$0<\epsilon<<1$
$\xi_{\varphi}$ ( ) $\varphi$
2.1 (Giroux, Ibort-Presas-Martinez) open book
Thurston-Winkelnkemper 3












([Mil, Mi2, Mi3, $m^{2}]$ )
$X’$ $M_{\varphi}$ $X$ $R$
$T^{2}$




33 $M$ $\xi$ over twisted( ) ( OT)
, $\xi_{D}$ 2-disk $D$ ( , OT-disk
) , tight . $\xi_{D}$
$\xi\cap D$ $\mathcal{D}$
Over Twisted Disk $D$
Bennequin [Bl] , Bennequin
3.3 (Bennequin , $[B1]$ ) $S^{3}$ $\xi_{0}$ tight
.
$\mathbb{C}^{2}$ $W$ $\xi_{0}$
Hopf fibration : $S^{3}arrow S^{2}$
tight
, OT , Eliashberg .
3.4 (Eliashberg, [El]) 3 $M$
{ $M$ OT } $arrow$ { $M$ }
.








3.5 (Eliashberg-Gromov, [E3, $G]$ ) fillable tight
Bishop ([Bi])
tight Reeb





$e()$ $\chi()$ Euler Euler
$\Sigma$ $\mathcal{F}$ ( ) $L=\partial\Sigma$ (
) Seifert $\Sigma$ 1
$T\mathcal{F}|_{\Sigma}$ $X$ $L^{X}$ $L$ $X|_{L}$
linking lk$(L, L^{X})$
$T\mathcal{F}|_{L}$ $L$ $T\mathcal{F}\cap T\Sigma$ Euler
$-\{e(T\mathcal{F}),$ $[\Sigma, L]\rangle$ Reeb
Thurston







1 $)$ (Bennequin, $[B1]$ ) Thurston-Bennequin
tight






$\{\xi_{n}\}$ , 1- $\{\xi_{t}\}$
$\mathcal{F}$
3.9
Contact Structures $\xi_{t},$ $\xi_{n}$ converge to a foliation $\mathcal{F}$






relative Th.-B. ineqality $\Rightarrow$ relative Th. ineqality
$\Leftarrow 0flen$ fails $=$
tight open
book Lutz twist OT
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([Mil, Mi3] )
2.2 open book $\xi_{\varphi}$





\S 4 Bennequin’s Isotopy Lemma
3 $M=M(\varphi)$ open book $\varphi$ $\xi_{\varphi}$
$\mathcal{F}_{\varphi}$ ( 22)
4.10 (Bennequin’s Isotopy Lemma, $[km^{3},$ $m^{2}],$ $[Mi3]$ ) $\xi_{\varphi}$ $\mathcal{F}_{\varphi}$ $M(\varphi)$
$\xi_{\varphi}$
$\mathcal{F}_{\varphi}$









Bennequin’s Isotopy Lemma open book binder $R$ (





Open book $\xi_{\varphi}$ Stein fillable
$\varphi$
5.12 (Loi-Piergallini, [LP]) $\xi_{\varphi}$ Stein fillable
$\varphi$ ( ) Dehn twist
Dehn twist Lefschetz fibration
$z_{1}z_{2}=0$ regular fibres $z_{1}z_{2}=\epsilon e^{i\theta}$
$0\leq\theta\leq 2\pi$ Dehn twist
Stein $D^{4}=D^{2}\cross D^{2}$
tight Honda-Kazez-Mati\v{c} open book
open book tight
5.13 (Honda-Kazez-Mati\v{c}, [HKM]) $\xi$ tight
open book right veering
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